
Foreword to American Association for the Advancement of Sciences (AAAS) Dialogue on 
Science, Ethics, and Religion (DoSER) week 
 
We will be discussing science communication papers in order to better understand the history of 
evolution education and evolution acceptance in the United States. Some material focuses on 
religious and political viewpoints, and there will be opportunities to express personal opinion 
both verbally and in written statements. I want you to feel free to speak and write your truth, but 
accordingly will clarify the purpose of the discussion and written assignments. 
 
The purpose of this exercise IS... 

... to identify the history and current state of acceptance of evolutionary theory in the 
United States, as well as problems with its portrayal. 

… to understand concerns with integration of evolutionary theory and religious and 
ethical beliefs. 

... to write about your experiences discussing these concepts with peers and/or spiritual 
leaders. 
 
The purpose of this exercise IS NOT... 

… to debate evolution vs. religion. 
… to identify or change anyone’s personal religious views. 
… to denigrate any religious positions, regardless of whether they are or are not publicly 

acknowledged by any persons within the class. 
 
Article Questions 

1. What ethical quandaries do some people identify as connected with teaching 
evolutionary theory? What political, religious, or social implications do these have? 

2. What is social Darwinism? What were its effects on society in the United States? 
3. The Pew Research Study conducted experiments to identify major beliefs about how life 

on Earth developed. Summarize what these experiments were, which comparisons 
yielded statistically significant results, and which were not statistically significant. 

4. The Pew Research Center indicates that they “do not take policy positions.” Why is this 
important in the studies discussed here? 

5. Most students taking 400/600-level biology courses (like this one) are biology majors. Do 
you think it’s important to teach non-majors about evolutionary biology? Why/why not? 

 
Bonus question! 
The article from Slate and Orion Magazine includes a famous quote that has come up in class. 
Can you identify it, and who first said/wrote it? 
 
 
 
 
 


